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Program Design

Consider all of the following activities:

• Building a house

• Going on a motoring holiday

• Making a film

What do they all have in common?
They all involve some sort of planning:

• Laying out and planning the house

• Planning the route

• Using a story board

Why?
So that any mistakes can be spotted and corrected before too much

time and money has been spent on the real activity
Should developing software use the same sort of approach???

yes

It is normal practice to attempt to design a program prior to attempting
to implement it

The design is usually called an algorithm
Essentially it is a simplified program which shows the structure (or logic)

of the solution but is not obscured by too much detail
Once the algorithm is correct, the implementation of the program should

be simple
To develop the algorithm, we will use a method known as

Top Down Stepwise Refinement

or

Functional Decomposition

The basis of such an approach is the use of Abstraction.
At each stage in a design, we give only the level of detail necessary to

describe what we want to do - we can come back to how to do it later.
An example - Consider the problem of getting to the University each

morning
What activities does this involve?
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Algorithm 1 Getting to the University
Prepare to leave
Journey to the University
Arrival activities

Algorithm 2 Journey to the University
Walk to the bus stop
Wait for bus
Take bus to the University
Get off bus
Walk to first class

How can each activity be broken down into a number of smaller ones?
We can represent the steps involved in applying Top-Down Stepwise

Refinement as a Top-Down design:
Top Down Stepwise Refinement:

• Identify a title for the problem

• Identify the steps required to solve the problem

• refine each step into subproblems

Another example - making a cup of coffee

We can now expand those statements which need further clarification.

eg. Get mug ready

When should the refinement/decomposition stop?
When the activities at the lowest level cannot meaningfully be expanded

any further
In the case of an algorithm for a computer program this will happen

when:

Algorithm 3 Take bus to the University
Get on bus
if using pre-paid fare permit then

Show Permit to Driver
else

pay fare
end if
Find seat
etc.
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Algorithm 4 Make a cup of coffee
Put water on to boil
Get mug ready
Wait for water to boil
Pour water into mug
Drink

Algorithm 5 Get mug ready
Find clean mug to use
Find milk
Find coffee
Find spoon
Put one spoon of coffee in mug
Pour milk into mug
etc.

1. Each activity represents a single statement in the target language

2. Each activity represents a sequence of statements with which you are
familiar

This implies that for experienced programmers simple programs can
be implemented without design first, because the programmer is familiar
with the whole problem

Worked Example

For a loan, to calculate one of

• monthly repayment amount

• interest paid over period of loan

• total paid back

Formulas:

payment = loan× rate
1−(1+rate)−term

interestpaid = term× payment− loan
totalpaid = loan + interestpaid

where rate is monthly interest rate
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Algorithm 6 Step 1
Input data
Perform Calculations
Output Results

Algorithm 7 Step 2a: Refine Inputs
Input loan amount
Input annual
Input loan period
Indicate calculation to be performed

Algorithm 8 Step 2b: Refine Outputs
Output monthly loan payment or total interest or total amount

Algorithm 9 Step 3: Refine Calculations
if Loan calculation chosen then

Perform monthly loan payment calculation
else

if Interest calculation chosen then
Perform total interest calculation

else
if Total calculation chosen then

Perform total amount calculation
else

Incorrect calculation chosen
end if

end if
end if
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switch statements

When we need to make a choice based on the value of an integer or character,
our if-then-else statements can often be nested very deeply.

This quickly results in code that is hard to read and so understand.
C++ provides us with a switch statement for such situations:

char key ;
c in >> key ;
switch ( key ) {

case ’ p ’ :
cout << ”p entered \n” ;
break ;

case ’ t ’ :
cout << ” t entered \n” ;
break ;

default :
cout << ” i n v a l i d key\n” ;

} // end o f sw i t ch
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